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Aim of the Project

Developing a service ecosystem 
that offers real and immediate 
benefits for the participants while 
generating data that is valuable for 
municipalities in fighting or 
managing the COVID crisis. The 
underlying data donation system 
should be able to process 
aggregated and individual data.
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Wicked Problems



Most of the problems addressed by 
designers are wicked problems.
Wicked problems are a class of social system problems 
which are ill-formulated, where the information is 
confusing, where there are many clients and decision 
makers with conflicting values, and where the 
ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly 
confusing.

This is an amusing description of what confronts 
designers in every new situation. 

Buchanan, R. (1992). Wicked Problems in Design Thinking. Design Issues, 8(2), 5-21.
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„The situation is serious. Stay at home!“
March 16, 2020
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Participation with Impact
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Multi-Stakeholder Approach: Data Stakeholders & Platform
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A tame problem is one that can be solved by 
choosing and applying the correct algorithm. For 
instance, suppose that you knew how to make 
strawberry shortcake for 6 people, but needed 
instead to make it for 60. Multiplying the 
ingredients and changing the logistics is a tame 
problem.

A wicked problem is one for which there is no 
known algorithm to solve it. Examples include 
strategic planning, satisfying customers, 
transforming organizations, or protecting the 
environment.
www.christopheravery.com

http://www.christopheravery.com


Dorst, K. (2011). The core of ‘design thinking’ and its application. Design Studies, 32(6), 521 - 532.
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Activity - Why are we 
dealing with a wicked 
problem in this project?  
What are the specific 
characteristics? List 
5-10 properties!



wicked7.org

http://wicked7.org


wicked7.org

https://www.wicked7.org/what-is-a-wicked-problem/
http://wicked7.org


wicked7.org

http://wicked7.org
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Framing as a method



When designers work with wicked and 
ambiguous problems, they do not define 
upfront what they are designing or how the 
solution is going to work; instead, designers 
create a frame. The frame is a proposal for 
how the solution will work to achieve an 
aspired value. Thus, the designer creates 
both a new way of understanding the 
problem and a new direction for the solution, 
which then can be tested and explored 
further.
Haase, L. M., & Laursen, L. N. (2019). Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames. Design 
Issues, 35(3), 20-34.
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Meaning Frames: The  

Structure of Problem Frames  

and Solution Frames

Louise Møller Haase,  

Linda Nhu Laursen

Introduction 

The growing interest in “design thinking” from other disciplines 

has challenged the design community to be more explicit about its 

theories, methods, and models, including the concept of “framing.” 

Framing has found a new and revitalized position in design the-

ory; the discussion of it has moved in two differing directions in 

the current literature, each suggesting different points of focus. 

 On the one hand, framing is discussed as a way to approach 

wicked problems. Frames are highlighted as the designer’s 

approach to creating a new or redefined perspective on a problem 

that offers a new and radical direction for resolving it. Framing in 

this context is used to handle ill-defined, open-ended, and ambig-

uous problems that other problem-solving methodologies fail to 

handle. In these discussions, the framing is commonly labeled a 

“problem frame,” signifying that the problem is the center of the 

framing activity.1 

 On the other hand, framing as originally developed had the 

aim of providing a better understanding of design reasoning and 

meaning making. Several studies have followed this initial think-

ing on frames and further explored reasoning and meaning mak-

ing in the context of design teams and their creation of solutions. 

Here, frames have been defined from an operational perspective as 

the implicit assumptions that influence which issues are seen as 

relevant, which values and goals are deemed important, and which 

criteria can be used to evaluate the meaningfulness of a given  

solution.2 The creation of these frames is more closely related to 

understanding the significance of a given solution, rather than to 

understanding the problem; therefore, we propose labeling them 

“meaning frames.”

 The main argument of this paper is that although the devel-

opment of the problem framing concept has been vital to the 

design community, understanding how designers create “meaning 

frames” and how the frames’ structure integrates important per-

spectives on the product and sets the relevant boundaries for the 

envisioned solution space offers greater value and insight. Based 

on a literature review, we conceptualize meaning frames as a basis 

https://doi.org/10.1162/desi_a_00547

1 Kees Dorst, Framing Innovation  

(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2015): 

44–50.

2 Jonathan H. G. Hey, Caneel K. Joyce, and 

Sara L. Beckman, “Framing Innovation: 

Negotiating Shared Frames During Early 

Design Phases,” Journal of Design 

Research 6, no. 1–2 (2007): 79, 

doi:10.1504/JDR.2007.015564.



#Problem Frames

Frames are highlighted as the 
designer’s approach to creating a 
new or redefined perspective on a 
problem that offers a new and 
radical direction for resolving it.

Haase & Laursen 2019
Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames





#Meaning Frames

Frames are defined as the implicit 
assumptions that influence which 
issues are seen as relevant, which 
values and goals are deemed 
important, and which criteria can be 
used to evaluate the meaning-
fulness of given solution.
Haase & Laursen 2019
Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames



Schön, D. A. (1983)



Nach: Valkenburg, R., & Dorst, K. (1998).

Frame

Reflective Practice

Naming Move Reflecting

– naming the relevant issues in the design situation
– framing the problem in a certain way
– making moves towards a solution
– reflecting on those moves and the current frame



We can make a distinction between 
frames concerning the design task 
(the problem) and frames 
concerning the solution(s).

Haase & Laursen 2019
Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames



The division between problem frames and meaning frames (Haase & Laursen 2019)



The problem frame and the solution 
frames together provide the designer or 
design team with a plausible image — a 
meaning frame — that rationalizes what 
is being created.

Haase & Laursen 2019
Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames



CAS Design Thinking – Modul 5 / Design ChallengeDubberly, H., & Evenson, S. (2008). On modeling: The analysis-synthesis bridge model. interactions, 15(2), 57-61.



CAS Design Thinking – Modul 5 / Design ChallengeDubberly, H., & Evenson, S. (2008). On modeling: The analysis-synthesis bridge model. interactions, 15(2), 57-61.

Problem Frames Solution Frames



The problem frames and the solution 
frames together integrate different 
perspectives, set the boundary for the 
design situation, and prioritize the 
designers’ attention, both for the overall 
vision and for the details.

Haase & Laursen 2019
Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames
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Problem Frames Solution Frames

http://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/are-behavioural-science-and-design-building-blocks-innovation


Characterization of a meaning frame:

Haase & Laursen 2019
Meaning Frames: The Structure of Problem Frames and Solution Frames
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